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This is a Preview Version of the
booklet. Much of it has been
hidden, and most pages removed.
The real version is much cooler!

A Booklet for
People Who
Maybe Want
to Quit
Getting From Maybe to…
Well, It’s Up to You.

By Kim Rosenthal, MD

Kim Rosenthal, MD

A Booklet for People Who Maybe
Want to Quit is, despite its name,
written for addiction counselors
to use with clients.
Our patients are often
contemplative about drug
cessation, even precontemplative, and there aren’t
many available workbooks
directed towards those who are
still using. What is available tends
to be very dry. Why consider
quitting when quitting is a set of
boring worksheets?
Here motivational interviewing
and psychoeducation meet
cartoons, art, humor, and drawing
stick figures. There’s no pressure.
There’s no requirement to quit.
Drug cessation is explored as a
possibility, and the reader is left
to decide on their own.
If you are not an addiction
counselor, don’t worry about all
the nonsense above. Just grab a
pen, turn the page, and jump right
in. Welcome, and thanks for
hanging out!
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Yeah, Don’t Think About Drugs

Quitting is about changing your mindset. Here are your
instructions:
Don’t think about drugs. Nope. Don’t think about alcohol.
Don’t think about chewing tobacco. Don’t think about
heroin. No cocaine. No illegal pills. Nothing that’s got you
addicted. Don’t think about any of that.
Stop it!
Next, respond to each statement or question below.
Without thinking about drugs, cross out the drug-related
word and replace it with something disconnected. The first
two are done for you.

Self-lighting cigarette carrot.

1. DRUGS ___My mother-in-law____ isn’t healthy for me. DRUGS ____My mother-in-law____ costs
Americans more than 400 billion dollars/year, contributes to over 50% of all suicides, and is connected
to over 80% of domestic violence cases. DRUGS __My mother-in-law__ is a worldwide problem.
2. DRUGS ___My boss____ can kill brain cells and cause problems with memory, attention, planning,
and judgment. It can take years for the brain to heal after quitting DRUGS ___my job__________.
3. VAPE __________________ rhymes with tape, cape, gape, ape, and nape. VAPING
________________ is addicting and can cause breathing-problems and death.
4. ALCOHOL__________________is used by billions of people worldwide, most of whom will sacrifice
years of their lives because of it. ALCOHOL _________________ causes loss of sensation, liver disease,
vitamin deficiencies, anemia, brain disease, dementia, heart failure, and death.

NOT AVAILABLE IN PREVIEW

5. METHAMPHETAMINE ____________________ can make people permanently psychotic and mentally
slow.
6. Pregnant women who use DRUGS __________________ are more likely to have miscarriages, stillborn pregnancies, and sick children.
7. 60% of overdoses are caused by PRESCRIPTION PAIN KILLERS ____________________.
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Before
You Quit

NOT AVAILABLE IN PREVIEW

Me, before quitting

Me, in recovery

Really, what do YOU think will happen if you quit using? Your prediction makes a
difference. Look at your before and after pictures. Are things better or worse? If
you imagine a negative outcome, you just might be setting yourself up for failure.
But super-hero or enormous family? Not bad at all.
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NOT READY TO QUIT
You’re at where you’re at, that’s understood, but take a leap of faith and fill out the following:

What I like about using:

What I don’t like about using:

Good things that might happen down
the road if I keep using:

Good things that might happen down
the road if I stop using:

NOT AVAILABLE IN PREVIEW
Which list is more convincing? Which list has more oomph?

Nope, there
aren’t any issues
and I’m still not
gonna quit.
Okay. Get help
if you change
your mind.

Maybe there are
problems, but I’m
not ready to quit.
Great. Reach out
for help when
you’re ready.

Just for
argument’s sake, if
I were ready to
quit, what should I
do?
Get help! Oh, and
turn the page.
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A Final Quiz (p2)
If you’re reading this page, it means you don’t want to quit. Sure, we
respect that. Everything’s in your control. Quitting or not quitting is
your choice, and you know this.
Of course, the author would prefer it be in her control. She’d snap
her fingers, cast a special spell, and voila your addiction would be
gone. The alternative “you” would step up, the part that’s meant to
be a writer or lawyer or scientist or grandmother or superstar, and
you’d be so fulfilled with life that addiction would be an old memory.
You’d earn an international prize for greatness, marry [insert the
name of your favorite person here], test sports cars, or do whatever
it is you’re truly meant to do.
But it isn’t that easy. You have to snap your fingers for yourself.
But don’t do any finger-snapping until you’re ready. Take your time.
Go for a walk. Think. Remember. Decide. Take an hour, take six
months, take six years… just go at your own pace. We’ll be here
when you get back. We’ll meet at this booklet, talk about old times,
and start from the beginning. There’s always stuff you didn’t notice
the first time around, and there are more booklets and workbooks to
follow. You’ve got providers. You’ve got people who care. We’ll all
be waiting.

NOT AVAILABLE IN
PREVIEW

Just keep your head above water and make sure you’re able to come
back!)

